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Portugal
Although Portugal is a small country, it is a wine-lover's 

Utopia, with vineyards covering 240,000 hectares, making it 
the sixth largest viticultural country in the world. Home to 

14 different wine-growing regions and 29 sub-regions, it 
boasts an incredible diversity of landscapes, soil structures 

and grapevine varieties unrivalled elsewhere. The 
archipelagos of the Azores and Madeira are part of Portugal - 

and as such, contribute to its rich wine heritage.

Phoenicians, Romans and Greeks brought  grapevines and 
viticulture to Portugal.  Portuguese wine enjoyed its heyday 

in the 18th century, and it was during this period (1756) that 
the world's first officially denominated wine-growing region 

was established.

As one of the warmest European countries, its climate is 
characterised by the Atlantic Ocean as well as the continental 

influences of the Iberian Peninsula to the east, and marked 
variations in temperature, especially in the Alentejo region. 

Alentejo
This DOC region known for its quality wine is situated 
in the south of Portugal, bound by the Atlantic Ocean 
to the west and Spain to the east. It is one of the largest 
wine-growing regions in the country, although only five 
per cent of its arable land is used for viticulture. In the 
heart of this region high average temperatures 
dominate and the soils alternate between granite, slate, 
and lime; these two factors are what accounts for the 
diversity in the taste of the region's wines. 

Over time, this sunny region has increasingly become 
the preferred place of origin of authentic, fruity wines 
which are elegant and modern too. These wines have 
become something of a success story over the last few 
years, due in large part to the incredible diversity of 
autochthonous grapevine varieties for which they have 
gained worldwide recognition.
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Quinta da Plansel
Dorina Lindemann, one of the most well-known female 
oenologists in Portugal, has developed her wines of distinctive 
character at her 65-hectare Quinta da Plansel wine estate. 

Here, in Montemor-o-Novo, in the Évora sub-region of the 
Alentejo, a unique microclimate provides excellent conditions 
for pithy terroir wines. Lots of sun, low rainfall, and the large 
difference between maximum and minimum temperatures 
combine to produce the climatic conditions required for fine, 
aromatic grapes which are harvested only when mature. 
Competent work in the vineyard and the cellar, and a love
of precise attention to detail result in some very special
wines indeed. 
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JORGE BÖHM
Himself the son of a traditional wine growing family in the 

German town of Neustadt an der Weinstrasse in the 
Rhineland Palatinate, Hans-Jörg Böhm landed in Portugal 

quite by chance 1961. His sailing boat capsized in the port of 
Cascais, near Lisbon, thus marking the start of a successful 

future. Hans-Jörg Böhm, known as Jorge in Portugal, 
quickly recognized that the sheer number of different 
grapevine varieties held enormous potential for wine 

production. In 1975, he acquired a plot of land in 
Montemor-o-Novo in the middle of the Alentejo, which was 

to become the Quinta da Plansel. 
 

Jorge Böhm knew what vineyards needed to produce high 
quality wines and made it his priority to research different 
grapevines varieties thoroughly, something which until this 

point in time, had been treated somewhat arbitrarily. This 
pioneering scientific work soon gained him international 

recognition and led to his authoring numerous publications.

In recognition of his achievements, he received the 
distinction of Comendador da Ordem de Mérito Agrícola 
(Commander of the Order of Merit for Agriculture) in 2005 
from the President of the Portuguese Republic, Dr. Jorge 
Sampaio. His well-known book on Portuguese grapevine 
varieties published in 2007 (O Grande Livro das Castas) was 
awarded a prize in 2010 for the best book in its category by 
the OIV (Organisation International de la Vigne) in Paris. 

He has passed on his knowledge about Portugal's treasure 
trove, namely its wealth of indigenous grapevine varieties, to 
his daughter, Dorina. Over the years, he has developed a 
grapevine nursery which has received international acclaim. 
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Plansel
Art Collection
Plansel owns a fairly impressive collection of modern art, 
including works by Joseph Beuys, Gerhard Richter, Markus 
Luppertz, Michael Buthe, Jörg Immendorf, Friedensreich 
Hundertwasser, Ben Williken, and many others. 

Since his chairmanship of the Academy of Arts in the 
Rhineland Palatinate. Jorge Böhm has remained an avid 
collector of art and books. The Plansel gallery and library, 
with its extensive collection of historical works on 
Portuguese viticulture, is open to all friends and customers. 
The gallery and library often serve as a backdrop to the 
various wine-tasting and other events held at the Plansel 
estate. 
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Dorina Lindemann
After studying viticulture in Geisenheim, Dorina Lindemann 
joined her father in Montemor-o-Novo, and in 1993 
founded her own winery, the Quinta da Plansel. 

Using her individual blend of female intuition and 
professional training and experience, Dorina has been 
producing authentic wines since 1997; wines which win 
international prizes every year. The deeply-rooted 
knowledge and awareness of indigenous varieties shapes the 
philosophy of the Quinta da Plansel, and has led to the 
winery specialising in the leading Portuguese grapevine 
variety, Touriga Nacional. 

In 2012, the company welcomed Karl Heinz Stock as a 
business partner. His expertise in management and 
marketing will ensure that both the Quinta da Plansel and 
his own wine estate, the Quinta dos Vales in the Algarve, 
continue to produce high quality wines. 
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The Winery
The winery, located 100 km south of Lisbon, currently 

produces two different labels – Marquês de Montemor and 
Plansel Selecta. From approximately 65 hectares under 

cultivation, the winery produces about 350,000 litres of 
wine annually, of which some 20% is white and 80%, red.

Portuguese wines are known for their cuvées, but the 
Quinta da Plansel focuses primarily on monovarietal wines. 

Doing so allows the true potential of the grape to be 
revealed, as is the case with the Touriga Nacional, Touriga 

Franca, and Tinta Barroca, often usedto produce
our top wines. 

Wines
Plansel Selecta
Cuvées combining the finest properties of the grapevine varieties 
grown on the Quinta da Plansel. 

Marques de Montemor
Dorina uses native Portuguese grapevine varieties only to 
create these wines.

Red Grapevine Varieties
Aragonez, Trincadeira, Castelão, Touriga Nacional, Touriga 
Franca, Tinta Barroca, Alicante Bouschet. 

White Grapevine Varieties
Antão Vaz, Alvarinho, Arinto, Viosinho, Verdelho/Gouveio. 
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Production
The white grapes are de-stemmed after harvesting and 

stored in a cold room to avoid premature, uncontrolled 
fermentation. Constant quality control and taking the 

utmost care in processing are the most important factors. 
After the press, the must is pumped directly into stainless 
steel tanks, located in a cooling chamber. Here, the wine 

ferments slowly at 12ºC and is monitored constantly. This is 
followed by the first racking during which the temperature is 

reduced to –1ºC until the wine has stabilised completely. 

The special note:
Because of the subtropical, hot climate, cooling is an 

essential condition for quality, irrespective of the colour of 
the grape or type of wine. This is why the Quinta da Plansel 

has five cooling rooms.

At the Quinta da Plansel, red wines are fermented in one of 
four different ways, depending on the quality grading and 

individual characteristics of the grapes:

1. Open maceration (wine press type). 
2. Mash fermentation with floating cap, mash transfer
and irrigation.
3. Horizontal rotary fermenter (Australian Patent ).
4. Fermentation in barrels.

Top varieties, such as Touriga Franca, Touriga Nacional and 
Tinta Barroca undergo open maceration and are fermented in 
the small, French barrique.

Vinification of the whites wines
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Top Wine
Ageing and storage of red wines in barrels was a practice which 
began in France spread rapidly. This method normally reserved 
for extract-rich red wines with great potential. Barrique is the 

French name for long oak barrels 225 litres in volume. The oak 
normally comes from 150 to 200-year-old trees grown in the  

Allier, Nevers, and Limousin regions of France.

The contact of the wine with the wood releases fine aromatic 
or sweet tannins from the wood and through the process of 

evaporation at the rate of 10% per annum, the wine becomes 
concentrated. Barrique-aged wines are rounder and softer, and 
contain additional nuances of flavour, depending on the level of 

toasting,  notes of vanilla, caramel and even strong coffee and 
chocolate nuances are often present. 

The source material for barrique wines should have an alcohol 
content of over 12% vol. and its tannin content should be high 

enough not to be overwhelmed by the wood tannins. 

A barrique has a relatively short lifespan and generally cannot 
be used more than three times. These labour intensive, costly 

factors are partially responsible for barrique wines selling at a 
higher price. 
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Some 80% of Quinta da Plansel wines are red, while the 
remaining 20% are white. The main varieties used are: 

Statistics

Red Wine White Wine

Touriga Nacional - 30%

Aragonez - 20%

Trincadeira - 15%

Touriga Franca - 15%

Tinta Barroca - 12%

Alicante Bouschet - 5%

Castelao - 3%

20% - Arinto

20% - Viosinho

20 Antão Vaz% - 

10% - Alvarinho

30 Verdelho% - 
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RANGE



MARQUÊS
DE MONTEMOR

BRANCO

MARQUÊS
DE MONTEMOR

ROSÉ

MARQUÊS
DE MONTEMOR

TINTO

MARQUÊS
DE MONTEMOR

COLHEITA
SELECCIONADA

Arinto, Alvarinho
Antão Vaz

White Wine

Aragonez e Castelão

Rose Wine

Aragonez, Trincadeira, 
Touriga Franca

Red Wine

Aragonez, Alicante 
Bouschet, Tinta Barroca

Red Wine 

Touriga franca

Red Wine

MARQUÊS
DE MONTEMOR

RESERVA

MARQUÊS
DE MONTEMOR

Expressive Wines with a very good price/benefit ratio.
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MONTEMOR
PRIVATE 

SELECTION

Arinto, Alvarinho e 
Antão Vaz

White Wine

MONTEMOR
PRIVATE 

SELECTION

Aragonez, Trincadeira, 
Touriga Franca

Red Wine

MONTEMOR
PRIVATE 

SELECTION

RESERVA

Aragonez, Alicante 
Bouschet, Tinta Barroca

Red Wine

MONTEMOR
PRIVATE SELECTION

Expressive Wines with a very good price/benefit ratio.

Touriga Nacional

Red Wine 

MONTEMOR
PRIVATE 

SELECTION
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PLANSEL
SELECTA

PLANSEL
SELECTA
BRANCO

PLANSEL
SELECTA
ROSÉ

PLANSEL
SELECTA
TINTO

PLANSEL
SELECTA
VERDELHO

HOMENAGEM
AO THOMAS

PLANSEL
SELECTA

TRINCADEIRA

HOMENAGEM
AO THOMAS

Elegance and diversity.

Verdelho, Arinto

White Wine  

Aragonez, Alfrocheiro

Rose Wine  

Touriga Nacional, Aragonez

Red Wine 

Verdelho

White Wine

Trincadeira

Red Wine
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PLANSEL
SELECTA

PLANSEL
SELECTA

RESERVA

PLANSEL
SELECTA

PLANSEL
SELECTA

PLANSEL
SELECTA

Selected wines with barrel storage (12 - 15 months).

Aragonez, Tinta Barroca

Red Wine 

Touriga Franca

Red Wine

Touriga Nacional

Red Wine

Tinta Barroca

Red Wine
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SWEET
SECRETS

75g RESIDUAL SUGAR

SWEET
SECRETS

35g RESIDUAL SUGAR

MARQUÊS
ALXAM

CAPELA
DE STA. 

MARGARIDA

DOC

ALXAM
BRUT

SPECIALTIES
For especial occasions and particular claim.

Aragonez, Trincadeira

Red Wine

Castelão

Sparkling
Wine

Castelão

Red Wine

Esgana Cão, Cercial

Sparkling
Wine

Aragonez, Trincadeira

Red Wine
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 Aragonez, Tinta Barroca

Red Wine - 3L

PLANSEL
SELECTA

RESERVA

OUR
MAGNUMS

PLANSEL
SELECTA

 Touriga Nacional

Red Wine- 1,5L

MARQUÊS
DE MONTEMOR

RESERVA

Aragonez, Alicante Bouschet, 
Tinta Barroca

Red Wine- 1,5L
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LIMITED
PREMIUM WINES

DORINA
LINDEMANN

RESERVA 
LIMITED 
EDITION

Touriga Franca
Touriga Nacional

Red Wine
24 Months in 

barrel

Touriga Franca
Touriga Nacional

Tinta Barroca

Red Wine
18-24 Months in 

barrel

PLANSEL
SELECTA

GRANDE
ESCOLHA

Only the best vintages in barrel fermentation and aging.
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Tinta Barroca 
Touriga Nacional

Red Wine
24 In french oak 

barrel

JULIA
LINDEMANN

2012

RESERVA 
LIMITED 
EDITION
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Dorina Lindemann
QUINTA DA PLANSEL

Quinta de S.Jorge, Apartado 2
7051-909 Montemor-o-Novo, Portugal 

Tel: +351 266-898920 | Fax: +351 266-898921

E-mail: quintadaplansel@plansel.com
Web: www.plansel.com


